PoseToCode: Exploring Design Considerations toward a Usable Block-Based Programming and Embodied Learning System
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Abstract—As interest and need for computer science skills continue to grow, educators have been teaching block-based programming languages to young students. Such languages are intuitive and widely available, but have not as yet explored embodied (i.e., kinesthetic) learning techniques. To explore the use of embodied learning for teaching programming, we created PoseToCode (P2C), a web-based embodied learning programming activity in which students perform physical poses with their arms to create code blocks that control an on-screen robot. We first conducted a pilot study to identify key P2C design considerations. We used those insights to finalize P2C and then deployed it in a local 5th grade class (n=24, 10 students completed all surveys) to measure P2C usability, compare it to a seated block-based programming activity (Code.org), identify new design considerations, and explore if P2C increased student curiosity in learning coding. Our results support P2C as a usable system design, show no difference in student curiosity when compared to a traditional block-based programming language, and identify potential improvements to our design considerations for future activities that integrate embodied learning with block-based programming. This work aims to inform the process of creating usable and effective systems for block-based programming and embodied learning activities.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Computer programming is a challenging subject to learn; educators have been exploring ways to make it more accessible to students [1]. With computer programming skills (i.e., coding skills) becoming increasingly more desirable for students interested in pursuing science, technology, engineering, and math (STEM), block-based coding activities are often used to introduce basic coding concepts through a simple interface.
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Figure 1: PoseToCode Exercise 3: Build a Cake. The user (top left) must physically perform poses (bottom left) to create a sequence of codeblocks (bottom right), which, when executed, instruct the virtual robot (middle) to construct a cake (top right). The robot is displayed near the top of the screen because the following exercise involves programming objects underneath it.

Block-based programming exercises have become widespread in recent years as programming is being taught to even younger students [2]. Block-based programming is the use of dragging and dropping code blocks that snap together in order to make a program or series of instructions in a natural language [3]. Code blocks can have slots allowing for other blocks to be inserted, and code blocks can also represent higher level coding structures, such as loops, conditional statements, and functions. Past research has compared block-programming to text-programming activities in classrooms [4] and identified properties of block-based coding activities that contribute to the activity’s convenience [5], such as the plug-and-play functionality and the ability to clearly see what each code block accomplishes, making the learning activity more...
intuitive than text-based programming activities.

Block-based programming languages are focused on mentalistic (i.e., non-kinesthetic) learning. As the COVID-19 pandemic has demonstrated, mentalistic learning can become difficult and tiresome for many students [6]. Embodied learning, on the other hand, integrates the body with the mind through movement-based learning. Research in embodied learning has shown the general approach to have a positive effect on children’s learning outcomes [7]. Inspired by this literature, we aimed to develop a block-based programming environment that supports embodied learning, since, to the best of our knowledge, no such kinesthetic block-based programming environment exists.

To address this gap, we created PoseToCode (P2C), which combines embodied learning with block-based programming to create a usable system with the end goal of increasing student curiosity and understanding of programming. P2C (Figure 1) is an embodied learning block-based coding activity where students perform poses to create code blocks that guide a virtual robot through a series of exercises. We created a set of design considerations for P2C discovered in informal pilot testing. To validate P2C design, we deployed it in a local 5th grade classroom of 24 students. We measured usability and performed a comparison to a traditional block-based programming activity, and analyzed the study results to develop future design considerations for making P2C more intuitive and easier to use. The results of the study support P2C as a usable design and identify improvements for future coding languages that integrate embodied learning and block-based programming. We have made P2C open-source and have posted a publicly accessible [demonstration](http://example.com) and [repository](http://example.com/repo).

II. BACKGROUND

This research builds on past work relating to block-based programming and embodied (i.e., kinesthetic) learning.

A. Block-Based Programming

Block-based programming exercises have become very popular because coding blocks are usually easier to interpret than text-based code [5]. With interest in STEM education dropping off in middle and high school [8], block-based programming provides a way to introduce coding to students at a young age in order to nurture curiosity about computer science. Block-based programming exercises allow novice programmers to develop quickly because they use component-based programming, wherein code instructions are partitioned into distinct functionalities [9]. This approach promotes reusability of software components, as well as flexibility in replacing components with code that has the same functionality [10], making it easier for students without extensive programming experience to put components together and build more complex programs.

The most popular block programming environments like Scratch [11] (Figure 2) and Code.org [12] provide users with the opportunity to explore different parts of programming such as loops and conditional statements, allowing users to make games and create artwork with ease [5]. The plug-and-play nature of block-based programming makes it more appealing to students compared to text-based programming.

Recent work has compared student perceptions of block-based programming and traditional programming. A 5-week study in a high school computer science class revealed that the students using a block-based coding environment retained more programming knowledge and showed greater interest in learning coding than the students using a text-based programming environment [4]. Studies have also been conducted to explore what students find beneficial and effective in block-based programming environments [5]. The results showed that students recognized the individual block colors, natural language block labels, and drag-and-drop functionality of block programming environments made them visually more clear [5]. Our work aims to utilize these known positive aspects of block-based programming and integrate them with embodied learning.

B. Embodied Learning

Embodied learning has been recognized as an alternative to traditional mentalistic (i.e., non-kinesthetic) learning [7]. Embodied learning (i.e., kinesthetic learning) is the set of “pedagogical approaches that focus on the non-mental factors involved in learning, and that signal the importance of the body and feelings [13].”

Embodied learning has been shown to promote engagement by increasing student curiosity about topics they are learning. Past work has explored teaching methods that promote engagement through embodied learning in the classroom [14]. A study on gesture-based learning used a Microsoft Kinect sensor and application to create an interactive learning environment in which students moved their body to learn about the solar system [15]. The study results showed that gesture-based learning resulted in students wanting to learn more, and they felt more engaged in the learning process. The
positive outcomes of gesture-based learning—increased student engagement and curiosity about the topic—inspired our work.

Embodied learning has also been shown to be beneficial in improving youth cognition and academic performance. A study conducted in elementary school classrooms used motion-based educational games to implement embodied learning, and demonstrated positive impacts on the students’ cognitive skills, including their short-term memory, and their linguistic academic performance [14].

Given its potential, embodied learning has been explored in computer science education. One study examined the effects of teaching middle and high school students introductory programming concepts through a gesture-based interface. While the results were not significant, the results validated the promise of engaging students in programming through embodied learning activities [16]. Our work further expands on the potential benefits of embodied learning in early computer science education.

III. PoseToCode Design

A. Technical Design

Figure 3: PoseToCode Exercise (Level 2): Student (top left) posing to create code blocks (bottom right) that guide the virtual robot to build a snowman. A) Flipped video feed with the MediaPipe detected pose drawn. B) Grid of pose images and progress bars for each pose. C) Virtual robot that performs instructions from code blocks. D) Goal state image. E) Blockly workspace with crated code blocks.

PoseToCode (P2C) enables users to create and execute code by posing with their body. The P2C interface (Figure 3) has the user’s video feed (A) in the top left corner where the Mediapipe pose detection library [17] draws lines showing landmarks on the user’s body. Directly below the video feed, a grid shows a set of progress bars (B), with images depicting the virtual robot performing a pose; each pose image is labelled to indicate what code block it will create. The virtual robot (C) is in the middle of the screen, and in the top right corner, there is an image of the goal state (D) indicating what the code blocks should produce to complete the exercise. Lastly, the Blockly workspace with the code blocks (E) created so far is on the right of the visual interface.

In P2C, the user’s poses are recognized with Google Mediapipe pose detection software [17] executing at 60Hz. At time $t$, the pose key points are run through a deep neural network to map each arm to $\{\text{HIGH, MED, LOW, NONE}\}$. Based on the arm mappings, the corresponding pose progress bar (e.g., {Left: HIGH, Right: MED} → “Run Code”) fills at a rate of $1.2 + \Delta(t, t - 1)$ while all other progress bars decay at the rate of $0.8 + \Delta(t, t - 1)$. When the user holds a pose for 4 seconds, a custom Blockly [18] code block that corresponds to that pose is created. Code blocks are instructions that control a virtual robot on the screen; they can be created, erased, and executed. If the user’s executing code reaches the goal state, they are moved to the next exercise. Alternatively, if the code fails to reach the goal state, the user must continue attempting the same challenge until they succeed or their time spent on the activity reaches the 10-minute limit. We chose that time limit based on pilot testing the activity and ensuring that it fit into the available classroom time.

B. Pilot Study Insights About Design Considerations

We performed an informal pilot test of P2C with two engineering students at our university, using the snowman building exercise. We gained the following insights about P2C design considerations:

- Accessibility across low-end computers: Schools use a variety of laptops with a wide range of processing power and operating systems. Therefore, we created PoseToCode to be operating-system agnostic, executing via the web at 60Hz on the currently most popular Chromebook with a webcam.
- Accessibility at a distance: Multiple interface elements are needed to accommodate students who stood away from the computer while completing the programming exercises.
  - Visibility: Code blocks must have clear visibility, requiring them to be large, and therefore also enforcing having fewer on-screen components.
Figure 5: Original (a) and updated (b) pose key designs. The original design showed each individual arm state and a pose map. Participants found this difficult to map the arm states to each pose. The updated design directly filled up each respective pose.

- **Webcam as the only input source:** We piloted different interfaces (e.g., space bar pressing) but participants did not wish to step to and away from the computer, preferring to only use their body pose as input.

- **Real time input and feedback:** The webcam continually collects input from the user at 60Hz, resulting in the following considerations:
  
  - **Direct pose key** The original pose key (Figure 5a) consisted of left and right arm states \(\{\text{HIGH, MED, LOW, NONE}\}\) with only the accumulated states shown to the user, not the state of the best current pose. When the progress bar corresponding to the state from each arm reached 100% completion, the mapped pose produced the corresponding code block. Many pilot users cited this as complicated as they needed to read the arm states and then the respective text-based pose map. To address this, we developed an updated direct pose key (Figure 5b) that combines the state of the arms into one pose state that corresponds directly to a progress bar.

  - **Reactive and persistent pose bars:** To increase reactivity, the best pose progress bar at time \(t\) increases at the rate of \(1.2 + \Delta(t, t-1)\)% while all other bars decay at the rate of \(0.8 + \Delta(t, t-1)\)%\(^2\). The slower decay rate \((0.8)\) compared to the growth rate \((1.2)\) allows for a semi-persistent pose meter, because the progress bars grow faster than they shrink. For example, when a user is doing run code pose, if their left arm goes out of frame, the run code meter decays more slowly than it grows. Thus when the user brings their arm back into the frame, the progress of the run code pose is easily recovered.

- **Both arms down not used as input:** Users need to take time to think about their input. The most common pose while thinking was leaving both arms at their sides, leading to a \(\{L=\text{LOW}, R=\text{LOW}\}\) classification.

IV. METHODS

We used the insights from the pilot study to design the following full user study.

A. Hypotheses

**Hypothesis 1 (H1):** Users will evaluate PoseToCode to be a usable system.

B. Procedure

A single-session within-subject study was conducted virtually over Zoom with a local 5th grade class in the context of a K-12 STEM outreach event. The study was approved by the University’s Institutional Review Board (IRB #UP-20-01171).

Figure 6: Code.org: Dance Party 2019 block programming activity that aims to teach basic coding concepts by guiding users to code a dance routine for a virtual character [12].

The student participants were randomly assigned to one of two conditions: 1) PoseToCode programming activity first; and 2) Code.org [12] Dance Party 2019 activity (Figure 6) first, a drag-and-drop block programming exercise giving students instructions to create a dance routine for a virtual character. We chose Code.org’s Dance Party 2019 Activity because, similarly to PoseToCode, it teaches sequential code logic, and code blocks are used as instructions for a virtual character. Each student participant used a Chromebook to complete the activities.

Student participants first completed a demographic survey. They then engaged in their first coding activity for up to 10 minutes, followed by a post-activity survey. The student participants then moved to their second activity, followed by a second post-activity survey. Finally, the student participants were given a final survey comparing the two activities. The student participants were allowed to end an activity early at any point, in which case they were automatically directed to the next step in the study procedure. A diagram of the study procedure is shown in Figure 7.
This study was conducted virtually, given the COVID-19 pandemic. The virtual format of the study constrained the ability to provide clarifications and assistance to the student participants to only the Zoom chat function, where the students asked questions via this function. A single teacher in the classroom had to physically move to each individual student participant to answer their questions. Conducting the study in person has the potential to make student participants’ experience more enjoyable.

C. Participants

A local Los Angeles 5th grade class of 24 students (7 male, 16 female) was recruited. All student participants were volunteers and were given no form of compensation. Prior to the study, formal consent was obtained from each students’ legal guardian and child assent was obtained from each student participant. A total of 10 participants (5 male, 5 female) completed all surveys and both programming activities. This paper reports on the data and analyses from those 10 participants.

In the pre-survey, we asked student participants what programming education platforms, if any, they had used in the past. All 10 indicated that they had previous technical experience with Scratch and two indicated that they also had past experience with Code.org. Additionally, we asked student participants to indicate their level of agreement with the statement “I want to learn more about computer programming.” Of the 10 participants, 5 strongly agreed with the statement, and the other 5 agreed with the statement.

D. Data Collection

The pre-study surveys collected data on the students’ prior exposure to programming. The post-activity surveys obtained system usability scores (SUS) [19], aiming to assess the perceived activity difficulty for PoseToCode and Code.org, and to capture the student participants’ attitudes towards programming after each activity. The final post-study survey obtained each student’s preferred activity between PoseToCode and Code.org, as well as qualitative data via a write-in form on why they preferred one activity over the other.

P2C behavioral data were automatically collected in order to 1) find behavioral data correlations for usability; and 2) create a dataset to compare future iterations of P2C to. As the student participants performed the PoseToCode activity, behavioral data were collected consisting of the time each student took to complete the activity, the number of exercises each student successfully completed within the time limit, and the number of code blocks created throughout the activity.

V. RESULTS

Figure 8: Bar graph comparing SUS scores for Code.org and P2C for all 10 student participants (Ok = 25-59, Good = 60-89, Excellent = 90-100 [20]).

A. Quantitative Results

To explore design considerations about PoseToCode, we adapted the System Usability Scale (SUS) [19] questionnaire for young students in order to compare usability compared to the Code.org activity. PoseToCode yielded a median SUS score of 63.75, slightly below the SUS average of 68, and Code.org yielded a median of 75, above average. A SUS score between 68 and 89 indicates that the system has “good” or above average usability, and PoseToCode’s SUS score is within the 35-40th percentile [20]. The statistical power of the SUS scores generated are low since there are only 10 responses. Thus, this supports hypothesis [1] but leaves room for improvement. Figure 8 shows the difference in SUS scores between Code.org and P2C. Mann-Whitney tests indicated that PoseToCode (Mdn = 4) is more difficult than Code.org (Mdn = 5) with conditions (U = 20, p = .020).

A Pearson’s r correlation indicated no significant relationship between total time spent on the PoseToCode activity and SUS score (rs(10) = -0.367). Similarly, Pearson’s r correlation did not yield statistical significance between the number of code blocks created by a student participant during the PoseToCode activity and SUS score (rs(10) = -0.252).
post-activity surveys asked participants how much they agree with the statement “I want to learn more about computer programming.” Mann-Whitney tests revealed an insignificant difference between the responses for PoseToCode (Mdn = 4 (Agree)) and Code.org (Mdn = 5 (Strongly Agree)) conditions (U = 41, p = .480).

B. Qualitative Results

The qualitative results from the post-study survey showed that 5 of 10 student participants preferred PoseToCode over Code.org. For the participants who started with PoseToCode, 4 of 5 preferred PoseToCode, and for the participants who started with Code.org, 4 out of 5 preferred Code.org. Two themes emerged from analyzing the free responses, as follows.

1) PoseToCode is more active than Code.org: Participants who preferred PoseToCode found PoseToCode to be a more active and engaging activity than Code.org. Three of five participants who preferred PoseToCode over Code.org used the word fun to describe PoseToCode in their reasoning for choosing their preference. Only one student out of five who preferred the Code.org activity over PoseToCode described Code.org as fun. P3 indicated that they preferred PoseToCode because they get to be active and move around, and similarly, another participant noted that with PoseToCode, you do more activity and more exercise than Code.org.

2) Code.org is easier to use: Student participants who preferred Code.org found Code.org easier to use than PoseToCode because it had fewer software bugs when compared to PoseToCode. For example, P1 wrote about Code.org, It’s much more easy to use. (I like coding this way) while P2 wrote, in Code.org it’s simple and fun and it’s a good way to pass the time but PoseToCode is super frustrating and got me annoyed because of glitched like when it highlights your screen green and then kicks you out. Three participants wrote in the final survey that PoseToCode was frustrating because it glitched often, making Code.org more desirable. Additionally, two participants wrote that Code.org gave more instruction than PoseToCode and provided more guidance on how to be successful in the activity.

VI. Discussion

This work explored design considerations and validated the usability of PoseToCode (P2C), an embodied learning block-based programming language. Half of the 5th grade student participants who completed all of the surveys preferred P2C over Code.org but this may be linked to an ordering effect. Students who preferred P2C referred to it as being more fun and engaging while those who preferred Code.org found it easier to use and less buggy. While some students reported a buggy P2C, we still see moderate to high usability scores of many of the students (Figure 5). We believe this indicates the high potential of P2C as an engaging activity with straightforward room for technical improvement.

We observed some student participants helping one another with PoseToCode. This is worth exploring toward developing collaborative programming activities. The trend of student participants who preferred PoseToCode stating that it was more engaging and active than Code.org indicates a positive feature about PoseToCode and the way its embodied learning focus distinguishes it from standard mentalistic programming activities like Code.org. On the other hand, a potential reason why more participants preferred Code.org is that students are generally more familiar with Code.org’s teaching style of programming, therefore making it more intuitive and easier to use than PoseToCode.

A. Limitations and Future Work

The most cited issues during the study were the technical glitches that occurred as students interacted with PoseToCode. One participant described being “kicked out” of the activity after performing the run code pose stopped recognizing their poses from their video feed. A set of unit tests and integration tests need to be designed to interact with the system. Another flawed design consideration noted by a student was that the PoseToCode instructions were unclear. This problem should be addressed with a video tutorial before the main activity that shows students how to create code blocks, execute the code, reset the code, and indicate that they have completed a task.

Some students stayed seated during PoseToCode and some performed the activity while standing. Because PoseToCode was designed to be a standing activity, those who stayed seated may not have been able to have the same range of motion and movement experience as those who interacted while standing, as intended. Study instructions should make it clear that the interaction should be done while standing.

The surveys we used were potentially too long and tedious for the student participants; while 24 students participated in the exercises, only 10 completed all the surveys and are included in the analysis. A future study should take the student age into account when selecting the survey tools. Additionally, when data are collected in person, individual interviews with students could yield additional insights not easily gathered via Zoom.

VII. Conclusion

This work explored introducing embodied learning capabilities into block-based programming toward encouraging student curiosity for coding. We explored how to design a usable system. Through a pilot study and a full study with 5th graders, we learned about key design considerations and needed improvements forming a basis for designing web-accessible embodied (kinesthetic) activities like PoseToCode. P2C is open-sourced and shown in a publicly accessible repository and demonstration.
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